Delivering Leadership Results through Trust
Interactive training for leaders and emerging leaders to
enhance their trust and influence leadership capabilities
Why Trust? High trust organisations have 2.5 times the revenue generation of low trust organisations.

It all starts with leadership. High performing organisations have leaders who can quickly build trust both up and
below the hierarchy, even during times of change.

When is this Needed? When the CEO or HR Leaders believes that enhancing trust leadership capabilities are
a competitive advantage and want company leaders to have the tools to influence, bring people to the table and
drive shared outcomes.
Triggers include:
∞

Staff complain they don’t trust
management/employee engagement scores are
lower than expected or highlight low trust with
specific managers.

∞

People aren’t comfortable raising concerns or
discussing potential opportunities and bringing
their full knowledge to the table.

∞

Difficulty in aligning employees to objectives.

∞ Senior leaders are hesitant to trust direct reports.

Workshop Structure
Participate in an activity that identifies the decision to trust.
Why trust is important and how it impacts profitability.
Identify red flags that indicate a hidden lack of trust in your organisation.
Assess and discuss the trust gaps in your company that impact performance.
Learn how to use The Trust Evaluation Framework to strategically judge, build and rely on trust with
different types of people and situations. It’s a robust, scientific model that can be used to rebuild and
enhance trust multi-directionally. Eg: With your boss or your direct report, with external partners or
between divisions.
∞ Explore specific trust communication frameworks to build trust more quickly with employees and
superiors.
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞

Workshop Promises
∞
∞
∞

Learn and apply a strategic tool to recognise, diagnose and resolve trust issues more efficiently.
Receive structured trust communication frameworks to build trust in conversations effectively, in order to
produce more trusting relationships.
Improve influence and confidence with senior leaders and employees, in order to deliver business results.
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Delivering Leadership Results through Trust
An interactive workshop for senior leaders who want to improve trust levels within
their organisation.
About the Moderator - Marie-Claire Ross
Marie-Claire Ross is the Chief Corporate Catalyst at Trustologie. MarieClaire is a workplace sociologist, author, speaker and consultant focused
on helping leaders create high trust organisations, in order to get everyone
the same page and easily navigate during times of change. Marie-Claire
does this through strategic diagnostics, roundtables, workshops, coaching
and consulting. She is also the author of the number three ranked book
on Amazon, Transform your Safety Communication. Marie-Claire has
also been interviewed in BRW magazine, “Technology Behind Business” for
Sky Business News and regularly contributes articles to FM Magazine on
company culture. She is also a Graduate of the Company Director’s Course
and is on the SME Committee for the Australian Institute of Company
Directors.
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